THE AFROMAISON BROKER MANUAL
The need for the AfroMaison Broker
In such an INRM framework that AfroMaison is developing, it is a necessity to find, access, and
integrate various types of data coming from different scientific or non-scientific communities. In
other words, a multi-disciplinary framework must support INRM. However currently two common
obstacles, among others, are preventing the implementation of such framework:
• Difficulties to find data,
• Difficulties to integrate data.
One of the major reason for these problems is that different disciplines involved use different
technology, arrangements, protocols, formats, etc... to publish their resources. Therefore, to make
various resources interoperable it is required not to change or impose interoperability arrangements
within community but instead to try lowering entry barriers for both users and providers.
To tackle such problem, the EU FP7 EuroGEOSS project (http://www.eurogeoss.eu) has proposed
and adopted a brokering approach to implement multi-disciplinary interoperability: “Users and Data
Providers are not asked to implement any specific interoperability technology but to continue using
their tools and publishing their resources according their standards -as much as possible”. This
brokering framework allows binding heterogeneous resources published by providers, adapting them
to the tools commonly used by users.
Consequently, AfroMaison has adopted the brokering approach using the caching and mediation
capabilities proposed by GI-cat (http://essi-lab.eu/cgi-bin/ twiki/view/GIcat/) to federate
heterogeneous resources (data catalog and access services). The AfroMaison broker can therefore
transform query results to a uniform and consistent interface implementing metadata harmonization
and protocol adaptation. This enables users to search across various resources and allows them to
easily discover data that can fulfill their requirements. Supported standards are: OGC WCS, OGC
WMS, OGC WFS, OGC WPS, OGC SOS, OGC CSW, THREDDS, CDI, GBIF, GeoNetwork, Deegree,
ESRI ArcGIS Geoportal, OpenSearch, OAI- PMH, NetCDF, NCML, ISO19115, GeoRSS, GDACS, DIF,
File System, SITAD, INPE, HYDRO, WaterML.
The AfroMaison broker is available at: http://afromaison.grid.unep.ch/gi-cat/gi-portal
AfroMaison Broker: searching data
The AfroMaison broker is a web-based application you don’t need to install anything. Just enter
http://afromaison.grid.unep.ch/gi-cat/gi-portal in your favourite internet browser (Internet Explorer
is currently not supported) and you can now search for data in repositories registered into the
broker.
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Queries can be formulated by composing the desired constraints corresponding to simple user needs
(e.g. Where, What, When, Who). The results will be displayed on the map and listed in the bottom
part of the screen.
• The Where constraint can be selected by using the mouse, by a selection directly on the
map. The corresponding fields under selected area (W-N-S-E) will be updated. Alternatively
the values can be inputted from the keyboard.
• The What constraint can be inserted using the Keyword field in the top right part of the
screen.
• The When constraint can be selected using the calendars inputs under the "Time" section at
the right.
• The Who constraint can be selected from the left (hidden by default) frame.
Once the desired constraints are selected (all are optional) a screen similar to the following is
displayed:

The query can be started at this point by clicking on the button "Start search" in the bottom right
part of the window. A status will display feedback from all the sources that are involved in the
query, as in the following figure.
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The query results will be displayed after the query is ended, as in the following picture.

A tabular list of matching resources (if any) is available after a query execution. Each row contains
information on a specific matching resource and buttons to perform further actions on it.
A description of the available columns is provided. From left to right:
•

Access/Use Constraints here information on constraints which apply to the resource is
shown. Example given, if a resource has restricted access (e.g. upon a payment) or is public
domain or follows GEOSS data core sharing principles.

•

Add to helper buttons By using the next two buttons
a
resource is selected and added to the basket. A helper application (such as GI-axe) is then
able to perform further elaborations on the selected resources. Example given, if GI-axe is
used as the helper application, it will be possible to download the selected resources upon
selecting a common environment (i.e. specifying common grid, crs, resolution, format). This
is useful to evaluate and use the just discovered resource (e.g. enabling overlay). Currently
this feature is not enabled.
Information column The next column contains different icons:

•

the type icon indicates the resource type (e.g.
dataset or
series (dataset collection), two additional icons will be displayed:

series). In case of a

the check icon
is used to constraint the next query to the resources contained in the
selected dataset collection.
the explore icon
the GEOSS icon

allows to browse the content of the selected dataset collection
shows to which GEOSS category the given resource belongs

the information icon
provides resource information. By clicking this button individual
metadata for a resource is displayed, as the following image shows
the eye icon
provides resource preview where available. By clicking on this button a
graphical preview of the resource is displayed on the map.
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Title the resource title

AfroMaison Broker: making your data discoverable
Our wish is to create synergies between various environment related projects in Africa as well as
fostering collaboration/cooperation with environmental institutions (research, academic,...) in
bringing various African stakeholders (decision-makers, scientists, local communities,...) good and
relevant data on the environment.
If you wish to make your metadata and data services available through the AfroMaison
broker, thus increasing their visibility and diffusion, and finally contributing to a global
effort to facilitate the discoverability and accessibility of environmental data in Africa,
please contact the technical managers for AfroMaison at: broker@afromaison.net
The list of resources incorporated in the AfroMaison broker as of August 2012 are the following:
CARPE
GDT Mali
ISRIC
EvK2CNR
UNSALB
OneGeology
UNEP-GRID
Afromaison
Web Fire
Mapper
WetWin
SAEON-Ocean

Web Site
http://carpe.umd.edu/
http://www.gdtmali.net/
http://www.isric.org/
http://www.evk2cnr.org
http://www.unsalb.org
http://www.onegeology.org/
http://www.grid.unep.ch
http://www.afromaison.net
http://firefly.geog.umd.edu/firms/
http://www.wetwin.net
http://www.saeon.co.za

GeoCatalog
http://congo.iluci.org:8080/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home
http://nf.ige.fr/gn24_gdtmali/srv/fr/geocat
http://meta.isric.org/srv/en/main.home
http://geonetwork.evk2cnr.org:8080/webapp/srv/en/main.home
http://salbgeonetwork.grid.unep.ch/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home
http://onegeology-catalog.brgm.fr/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home
http://geonetwork.grid.unep.ch
http://afromaison.grid.unep.ch/geonetwork
http://sditest.unesco-ihe.org:8080/geonetwork/
http://www.saeonocean.co.za/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home

Technical contacts
Dr. Gregory Giuliani
Scientific collaborator - Spatial Data
Infrastructure
UNIGE/enviroSPACE & UNEP/GRID-Geneva

EndPoint
http://congo.iluci.org:8080/geonetwork/srv/csw?
http://nf.ige.fr/gn24_gdtmali/srv/csw?
http://meta.isric.org/srv/csw?
http://geonetwork.evk2cnr.org:8080/webapp/srv/csw?
http://salbgeonetwork.grid.unep.ch/geonetwork/srv/csw?
http://onegeology-catalog.brgm.fr/geonetwork/srv/csw?
http://geonetwork.grid.unep.ch/geonetwork/srv/csw?
http://afromaison.grid.unep.ch/geonetwork/srv/csw?
http://geonetwork4.fao.org/wms/wms.php?
http://sditest.unesco-ihe.org:8080/geonetwork//srv/en/csw
http://www.saeonocean.co.za/geonetwork/srv/csw?

Yaniss Guigoz
SDI technician/webmaster
UNIGE/enviroSPACE & UNEP/GRID-Geneva

AfroMaison (www.afromaison.net)
Financed by: European Commission FP7
Coordination: Antea Group (Belgium)
Date: 2011-2014
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AfroMaison Broker technology: Overview of GI-cat
The AfroMaison broker is a solution based on GI-cat:
http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/cgi-bin/twiki/view/GIcat/WebHome
GI-cat is an implementation of a broker catalog service made by ESSI-Lab:
• It allows clients to discover and evaluate geoinformation resources over a federation
of data sources
• It publishes different catalog interfaces, allowing different clients to use the service
A data provider can deploy his/her own GI-cat instance, grouping together disparate data sources,
to accommodate his/her users' needs.
GI-cat features caching and mediation capabilities and can act as a broker towards disparate
catalog and access services: by implementing metadata harmonization and protocol adaptation,
it is able to transform query results to a uniform and consistent interface. GI-cat is based on a
service-oriented framework of modular components and can be customized and tailored to
support different deployment scenarios.

GI-cat can access numerous catalog services, as well as inventory and access services to discover,
and possibly access, heterogeneous ESS resources. Specific components implement mediation
services for interfacing heterogeneous service providers which expose multiple standard
specifications; they are called Accessors.
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These mediating components map the heterogeneous providers metadata models into a uniform
data model which implements the ISO 19115 Core profile. Accessors also implement the query
protocol mapping; they translate the query requests expressed according to the interface protocols
exposed by GI-cat, into the multiple query dialects spoken by the resource service providers.
Currently, a number of well-accepted catalog and inventory services are supported, including several
OGC Web Services (e.g. WCS, WMS), THREDDS Data Server, SeaDataNet Common Data Index, and
GBIF.
A
list
of
test
endpoints
is
available
at
http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/cgibin/twiki/view/GIcat/TestEndpoints. If you want to have also your endpoint listed, please contact us.
GI-cat itself exposes several interfaces, including the OGC CSW interfaces (Core, ISO, ebRIM EO and
ebRIM CIM). The query and result mediation is implemented by the Profilers). A Distributor
component implements the query distribution functionalities (e.g. results aggregation).
A full list of supported sources and interfaces is available at:
http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/cgi-bin/twiki/view/GIcat/GIcatDocumentation
Technical information can be downloaded at:
http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/cgi-bin/twiki/viewfile/GIcat/GIcatDocumentation?rev=1;filename=GI-cat-6.0specification-0.1.pdf
Frequently Asked Questions about GIcat:
http://zeus.pin.unifi.it/cgi-bin/twiki/view/GIcat/QuestionsAndAnswers
NB: This documentation has been adapted from the original provided by GI-cat/ESSI-Lab.
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